
Smile India Trust

Dear Donor,

We are glad to share that with activities undertaken by our

team in November-2019, we've been significant in

bringing a positive change in the lives of many needy ones.

It feels great to showcase our efforts with a hope that

maybe, it will inspire more people to come forward and

lend their support to the helpless people. Like every month,

This November we are sharing the various activities done

by us. Our activities include the distribution of food to

combat hunger, free distribution of masks to fight against

air pollution, and free blood donation camps, self defense

camps, eye camps to extend support to save lives etc.

Fortunately, we got the chance to celebrate Children's Day

and Birthday Celebration to spread the bliss of giving love

with God's special kids. Thanks for your tireless support in

enlightening the lives of many.

Address : SD A-21,Sector-45,Noida,
Uttar Pradesh-201303, India

Mobile Number : +91- 8750297625
Email : info@smileindiatrust.org



Blood Donation Camp

Bliss lies in gifting
the precious gift of

life ...
Blood to support some

great initiatives.



Blood Donation Camp

Pre-check for
healthy blood-
Normal Blood
Sugar levels 

Checking blood
donor eligibility.
 



Blood Donation Camp

Together we can save many lives
 



Blood Donation Camp

Human blood cannot be manufactured, people are
the only source...Voluntary blood donation

initiatives  by 



Eye Camp

 Free Eye Checkup camp in school
for 600 students

 



Eye Camp

Enlighten
someone's life
by proper Eye

care
 



Eye Camp



Food Distribution

One-third of the
world's malnourished
children are in India.

Eradicating
hunger and

malnutrition
through

hyperlocal
distribution of

food.



Food Distribution

Give someone a
meal, their

hunger is real...



Pollution Drive

 
Distributed

anti-pollution masks at a mass level.



 

Pollution Drive



 

Pollution Drive

Everyone 
has the
right 
to breathe 
fresh air.
 



Self Defence Camp

Self-defence
has become 

the need of the 
hour in crime

inflicted 
society.



Self Defence Camp

Let us empower the
underprivileged ones

in
self-defence.



Self Defence Camp

Self-defence is 
a wake-up

 call amidst
 the increasing 

sexual
harassment

cases.



Birthday celebration

Fun filled Birthday
Celebration with

music, dance,
snacks..



Birthday celebration

They smile
reflects their
beauty ...and

makes our effort
worthy..



Children's Day celebration

Celebrated
Children's

Day by
spreading

love to
under

privileged
children.



Children's Day celebration



Discharge Summary



Discharge Summary



Amount paid for Treatments



Amount paid for Treatments



Amount paid for Treatments



Amount paid for Treatments

We thank you from the bottom of our hearts for the
being a part of our family and helping us

successfully bring smiles to many!!!!
 

You are a very Valuable Member of our family and
without your presence....Everything else is just an

Effort!!!!


